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To develop the performance and di/dt capability of a large area thyristor,

it is hopeful to get a high vel-ocity of lateral spreading of the conducting

regrons. The plasma spreading has been attributed to the l-ateral diffusion

of excess carriers in the base layers. However, the electric field at the

boundary between the active and inactive regions should have a certain effect.

In this PaPer' we wil-l investigate the strength of the lateral field and its

influence on the lateraL current in base layers. q 4 I
In the initiaL phase of turn-on, after the

fall of the forward blocking voltage, the current

density in the active region is so high that the

voltage drop in the base layer is large. fn the

inactive region, however, the voltage across

anode to cathode ( V' ) is applied to the center

p-n junction ( JZ ). Therefore the potential

distribution may be as shown in Fig.l, and the

potential difference between ON and OFF regions

causes the high lateral field.

If the edge of the ON region is spreading

along x-axis at a constant velocity v"r by trans-

forming the variables into the coordinate moving along x-axis at a velocity v= ,

the minority carrier distribution ,p and electric field in n-base are given by

solutions of the ambipolar equation of the form :
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fi9.1. Schematic diagram of the
electrochemicaL potential- distri-
butions at turn-on.
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where b is the nobility ratio and the space charge neutral-ity is assurned. By

incorporating appropriate boundary conditions, l-ateral fiel-d E* and lateral

hole current density f* across the YZ-plane at X=0r i.e., the boundary of the

active region, are computed numerically. The resul.ts are shown in Figs. (2)

and (3), where we have assumed uniform distributions of impurity atoms and

Device parameters used are Listed in Table l.
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We summarize the characteristics as follows : 1) AJ-though the field along

Z-axis (E") is neary constant, the lateral field is negative and very high near

the junction J, , and the strength can be larger than 104 Y/cm. 2l The lateral

flow of minority carrier into the OFF region is reduced by lateral field, and

is negative near J,

Since turn-on of the device is performed by the build-up of the minority

carrier near the center junction J' the electric field in the bulk should pre-

vent the spreading of the active region. Thus the di,/dt capabil-ity and effec-

tive area of thyristor are reduced. Another effect of the lateral field is

the possibility of the breakdown in the base layers. For 1200V and 200A

thyristor with FI gate, for example, the voltage drop V, is larger than 100V.

Then E- is as high as tO3 Vrlcm, but E* can be larger than tO5 V7crn.z

Thus the device will be led to failure by the lateraL field rather than by the

forward conducting drops.

Tabl-e l-. Numerical values

WnB = 200 pn WpB.= 20 .lrm

,t^p = 3oo "^27v'" op = 10 cm2/s

t; = 5psec vs = 105 cmls

b = Yn/\ = orr/Dn = 2
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Fig.2. Lateral electric field at
the boundary of the active re-
gion.
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Fig.3. Lateral current density across
the boundary of the active region.
Broken line is for the case of zero
field.
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